FIRST PEOPLES TRADITIONAL
HOUSING / Types of Housing
Level: Grade 3
Pedagogical Intent: The activity is aimed at discovering the traditional
dwellings of First Peoples.

Task Description:

Cultural References: Wigwam, tepee, longhouse, shaputuan, igloo

Teaching Strategies:

Lecture, collaborative learning

3
Grade

As a first step, the teacher will ask questions on the traditional dwellings of First
peoples. He/she will hand out a table that the students will use to write down what
they already know about the igloo, the longhouse, the shaputuan, the wigwam
and the tepee. Secondly, divided into dyads, the students will be asked to make a
memory game on the types of dwellings, which they will offer to kindergarten pupils
afterwards. To do so, they will have to draw the five types of dwellings on small cards
(8 1/2 X 11 cardboards cut in four). The last step consists in photocopying the drawings
to obtain identical copies.
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Thank you for your participation in this project!
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CLASSROOM ACTIVITY PLANNING

Level: Grade 3

Lesson planning

FIRST PEOPLES TRADITIONAL DWELLINGS
Time: 25 minutes
Material:
- Interactive board
- PowerPoint on the different dwellings
Conduct
Start by asking questions on the types of traditional dwellings of First Peoples.
Take the time to write the students’ answers on the board.
Hand out the table (in appendix) with the dwellings’ names (wigwam, teepee, longhouse, shaputuan
and igloo) so that the students may write down what they already know about them.
Then hand out and present the table with the different dwellings’ characteristics with pictures (on the
PowerPoint).
Source: Société et territoires, Activités d’apprentissage [online], http://primaire.recitus.qc.ca/activites
[page visited 05/02/2017].

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY PLANNING

Level: Grade 3

Achievement of learning outcomes
TYPES OF DWELLINGS
Durée : 30 minutes
Matériel :
- Cards
- Lead pencils
- Black colour pencils
- Interactive board
Conduct
1. Tell the students that they will create a memory game, which they will offer to the kindergarten
children.
2. Divide the class into dyads and ask them to draw the five types of dwellings (wigwam, tepee,
longhouse, shaputuan and igloo) on small cards. Hand out models of the dwellings to help them
make their own drawings.
3. Ask them to make a draft of each dwelling and have it approved by the teacher. Hand out five cards
(8 1/2 X 11 cardboard cut in 4). At the bottom of each card, tell them to write the name of the dwelling
with a black pencil. Furthermore, tell them to trace their drawing over with a black pencil. They must
not use colour because the photocopy will be in black and white.
4. Circulate between the teams to guide them.
5. Once they are done, the teacher will photocopy the drawings in order to have an identical copy of
each dwelling.
Sources: Sociétés et territoires, Occuper le territoire – Cahier élève, [online] http//primaire.recitus.
qc.ca/activites [page visited 05/02/2017]
The
Canadian
Encyclopedia,
Architectural
History:
Indeginous
Peoples
[online],
http://thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/architectural-history-early-first-nations/ [page visited
05/02/2017]

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY PLANNING

Level: Grade 3

Reflective sharing and integration of learning
MEMORY GAME
Time: 15 minutes
Materiel :
- Students’ memory game
- Interactive board
Conduct
Tell the students that it’s now time to share their drawings with the class.
Then, invite each team to come and present their memory game. Plan for a short question period to
recap the dwellings’ characteristics.
• What’s the name of the Iroquoian people’ dwelling? - Longhouse
• What material was used to cover the shaputuan structure? - Bark
• How was the smoke escaping from the tepee? - Through the top
• What’s the name of the small shelter of the Algonquian people? - Wigwam
• What was the shape of their dwelling? - Conical or dome shape
• What does the Inuktitut word igloo mean in English? - House
• What does the word tepee mean? - House
*Optional: Present the game to the kindergarten children and explain the different dwellings.
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